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witamy

Captain’s & Lieutenants’
Association, Nussbaumer
& Clarke Inc., Rusiniak’s
Service Inc., and NYS Senator Timothy M. Kennedy.,
Diamond Hawk Golf. We
are so grateful for all their
support.
Our Olympic style
opening with a Polish Procession is something I truly
look forward to, I hope you
join in the fun. With two
stages this year, local bands
like Special Delivery and
Buffalo Concertina All Stars
will impress as well as, our
neighbors in Canada, the
John Gora Band who will
even play during our Polish Mass on Saturday. New
bands to this event include
Forgotten Buffalo Orchestra and Dave Gawronski,
and to top off the entertainment we have Jimmy
Sturr and his Orchestra.
Sprinkle in some dancers,
new demonstrations, a
kid’s area, and of course
the beer garden, and you
won’t want to miss a minute of the weekend.
Enjoy the festivities
this year and I hope to see
you back next year for another fun and enjoyable
time. Please visit our website at www.tocny.org, like
the Town of Cheektowaga
on Facebook, or follow @
CheektowagaInfo for more
information on the Town
news and announcements.
Also stay up to date on the
Polish Festival by liking
Cheektowaga Polish-American Arts Festival on Facebook or following @CheekPolishFest on Twitter.
Sincerely,
Diane Benczkowski
Town of
Cheektowaga Supervisor

thank you for being our guest

What joy it brings me
to welcome back all of our
residents in Cheektowaga and those visiting from
around the world to our
42nd Annual Polish-American Arts Festival in Town
Park. We had to pause our
festivals the past two years
and I know our community missed the opportunity
to celebrate Polish culture
through food, music, and
art. I hope you brought
your polka shoes and great
appetite as the festival features famous Polka bands
from around the country
and a variety of food vendors to entice every palate.
This successful event
would not have been possible without the collaboration of the Town, the
Polish American Congress,
WNY Division, and Eddy
Dobosiewicz. We had a vision for this event that inspired a unique and inviting feel so everyone could
experience Polish culture
at its finest. Of course,
we have many sponsors
whose financial commitment to this community
event made this new experience possible. I’d like
to thank Kwik-Fill as our
Presenting Sponsor, and
Assemblymember Monica
Wallace for securing a generous grant for this event.
Our Polonia level sponsors
include Uniland & Wright
Beverage. Sponsors include Frey Electric, Bacik
Foods, Avangard/NYSEG,
Drescher & Malecki LLP,
GoNetspeed, Phillips Lytle
LLP, and the Polish Roman
Catholic Union of America.
Polka level sponsors are Alton’s, Cheektowaga Police
Club, Cheektowaga Police

On behalf of the Polish
American Congress, Western New York Division, it is
my honor and privilege to
welcome you to the Polish-American Arts Festival.
During this Festival we
showcase and honor Polish culture and traditions.
Featuring music, cuisine,
dance, demonstrations,
displays, and lectures we
hope to share our deep
and vibrant Polish culture.
Poland is a beautiful
country with a highly diverse people and colorful
culture. The Polish American Congress serves to
represent Poland and
Western New York Polonia.
Its mission: Promoting
knowledge about Polish
Americans and the Polish
American community, its
history, accomplishments
and contributions. Closely
monitoring U.S. legislation
and policies that could directly or indirectly affect
Polish Americans, e.g. the
Diversity Visa Lottery, and
Immigration Reform. Informing PAC members and
friends of Polonia, about
specific legislative developments and, where relevant, organizing a unified
response from the Polish
American
community.
Supporting the bilateral
trade relationship between
the U. S. and Poland and
promoting business development between nations. Coordinating major
efforts aimed at affecting
legislation of importance
to Poland and the Polish
American
community,
e.g. NATO expansion, inclusion of Poland in the
Visa Waiver Program.
Supporting educational

and cultural activities in
the PolAm community.
Providing
educational
and development opportunities for PolAm
students, e.g. providing
an internship program in
the Washington, D.C. office opposing examples
of bigotry aimed at Polish
Americans and at Poland
– from crude Polish jokes
and distortions of Polish
history, e.g. inaccurate
and misleading historical
accounts such as “Polish
concentration camps,” to
outright discrimination
against Poles. Promoting successful bilateral
relations between the
U. S. and Poland in the
spheres of government,
education, business, and
healthcare by sponsoring contact between U.S.
and Polish community
leaders and institutions.
Providing charitable relief
to Poland, especially in
response to natural disasters with special attention
to the needs of children,
the sick, disabled, and
elderly. Promoting cultural, political, and religious
dialogue with other ethnic and racial groups in
the United States.
This Festival was
made possible with the
help of many community
leaders that contributed
their time and talent over
the past several months.
I personally want to acknowledge and thank
them for their efforts.
I especially would like
to thank Festival Chairman, Eddy Dobosiewicz,
and
Cheektowaga
Town Supervisor, Diane
Benczkowski, for their
time, dedication, and
commitment in organizing this event for all of us
to enjoy. I would also like
to thank all the sponsors
and donors for their assistance in bringing this
event to fruition.
Thank you for your
kind support of our Festival. Please enjoy celebrating Polish culture!
Warm regards,
James L. Ławicki II
President, Polish American Congress, Western
New York Division
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~ SINCE 1991 ~

MEATS - GROCERIES - DAIRY
EVERYTHING FOR YOUR KITCHEN TABLE

THE MARKET IN THE SQUARE
(UNION RD. SOUTHGATE PLAZA)
THE MARKET IN THE SQUARE
(DIVISION ST. BUDWEY PLAZA)
POTTS DELI EXPRESS
STO LAT & SIMPLY PIEROGI
LUPAS MEATS AT
(BROADWAY MARKET)

Bacik has been providing the best quality products since 1991, giving us
over 30 years of experience and expertise in the wholesale business
EUROPEAN DELI (CLINTON ST.)
EURO CAFE (GENESEO)
POLSKA CHATA (ROCHESTER)
DYBOWSKI POLISH MARKET
(ROCHESTER)
NIAGARA SAUSAGE CO.
REDLINSKI MEATS
POLISH VILLA

WHOLESALE bacik.com | ONLINE ORDERING polishfooddirect.com
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to experience Polish folk
dancing here in WNY is because of the efforts of Eugenia Smith, who opened a
dance studio in her parents
basement back in 1957.
Her dedication and passion
not only for dance, but for
her students as well, lives
on throughout the community to this very day. Her
influence is seen far and
wide through the students
that she has taught and
inspired over the years,
like Emmy award winning
actress Christine Baranski
as well as through her own
daughter Holly who now
runs the school and continues what her mother began. The group, has a rich
history of performance, including performing at two
International Festivals in
Poland!
There is another popular troupe performing
at this years festival, the
Polish Heritage Dancers.
In 1997 Michelle Kisluk
sensed a strong desire in
the community for folk
dancing and traditions, so
she began organizing the
non-profit
organization
that has become a staple at
Polonia events throughout
the area. Ms.Kisluk and her
group have been recognized by the Am-Pol Eagle,
the Polish American Congress, the Polish Arts Club
and others for their contributions in promoting Polish culture and traditions.
We’re proud to present
both the Polish Heritage
Dancers and the Krakowiacy Polish Dancers from
the Eugenia Dance Studio
as part of our mainstage
entertainment.

descendants of the dance
polonia progeny

Polish folk dances are
a tradition rooted in ten
centuries of Polish culture.
Many dances stem from
regional customs and historical events. The most
notable and renowned
dances of Poland include
the Krakowiak, Mazurka,
Oberek, and Polonaise.
These dances are classified
as national because almost
every region in Poland has
displayed a variety of these
dances. Many of them were
brought to the ballroom
floor following Napoleon's
expansion into Central
and Eastern Europe, which
brought French nobility
imitating the Polish peasants style of dance, and
adding flavors of ballet.
Often people marvel
at the colorful hand embroidered outfits worn by
dancers. Many don’t realize the variety of designs
and styles, particularly
the vests worn by women.
There are over 60 different
variations of ladies dresses
and vests that may reflect
region and sometimes social or marital status. The
costumes are not worn in
daily life but at folk festivals, folk weddings, religious holidays.
Although most of Western New York’s Polonia is a
number of generations removed from the ancestors
that created the Polish colony of Buffalo, traditional
folk dancing remains part
of the culture even if the
native language is not as
prevalent as it once was .
Luckily this art form continues and we’re fortunate
enough to be able to share
this form of cultural expression with our children.
One of the reasons we
still have an opportunity

Phillips Lytle is pleased to support the 42nd Annual Polish-American
Arts Festival. A place where patrons from across New York State
and beyond can explore the rich Polish culture that is strong
within the Town of Cheektowaga community.

ONE CANALSIDE, 125 MAIN STREET, BUFFALO, NY 14203
(716) 847-8400 PHILLIPSLYTLE.COM
NEW YORK: ALBANY, BUFFALO, CHAUTAUQUA, GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK, ROCHESTER
WASHINGTON, DC | CANADA: WATERLOO REGION
© 2022 Phillips Lytle LLP
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89 Years.
1 Mission.
TO PROVIDE MARKET
LEADING ENGINEERING
AND LAND SURVEYING
SOLUTIONS DELIVERED
BY TALENTED AND
TRUSTWORTHY
PROFESSIONALS.

CALL
716-827-8000
3556 LAKE SHORE ROAD • STE 500 • BUFFALO • NUSSCLARKE.COM • 4 LOCATIONS
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population made Cheektowaga a logical destination for many returning
GI’s looking to lay claim to
their piece of the “American
Dream”. Modern affordable
housing was abundant and
factories, such as the Westinghouse Electric plant on
Genesee Street generated
employment for many decades. The town continues
to maintain a strong blue
collar presence to this day.
Transportation
also
played an integral role in
Cheektowaga’s
growth.
With it’s combined air,
highway, and railroad facilities it became a natural
choice for industries like
Curtis Wright, Bell Aircraft
along with Westinghouse
and many others to come
and create manufacturing
facilities.
Although it is a very ethnically diverse community,
nearly 40% of the population can still lay claim to
some type of Polish ancestry making Cheektowaga a
natural location for the annual Polish American Arts
Festival.
This Western New York
town, located in the heart
of Erie County is the 2nd
largest suburb of Buffalo
and is just 10 miles from the
Canadian border. Cheektowaga continues to be an
ever growing, ever expanding community. In addition
to it's many business opportunities, Cheektowaga
also has a full range of recreational and cultural activities and facilities. There
is something for everyone
in Cheektowaga! Now
that’s a pretty picture.

you say corn, we say crabapple
cheektowaga's story

If the word Cheektowaga seems like a different
language to you, you would
be right because it is, unless of course you happen
to speak Iriquonian. The
town name is the anglicized spelling of a word
describing the local flora,
native to the area that is
currently the eastern suburb of Buffalo, NY.
JI-IK-DOWAH-GAH
(Place of the Crabapple
Tree) was named by the
Seneca Native Americans
referring to the apple-like
fruit of the Hawthorn trees
abundantly growing in
the area. Cheektowaga
was formed from Amherst in 1829. Then, when
West Seneca was formed
in 1851, the town was reduced to its present limits—about 33 square miles.
Throughout the 19th century, it went by its original
name: “Chictawauga”. But
that’s just the beginning of
our story. Perhaps visualization will help tell the tale
even better.
It’s been said that a
picture is worth a thousand words. Whether those
words are English, Polish or
Iriquonian, in this case one
need not look any farther
than the town seal, to know
the history of Cheektowaga. Five symbols were incorporated. They were; the
Indian, the Crabapple Tree,
Air Ship, Moon symbol and
the Architectural complex.
Originally a rural farming area, Cheektowaga
was extensively developed during the post-WW2
subdivision boom of the
1950’s. It’s proximity, immediately adjacent to Buffalo’s large Polish American

tween the vast Polish populations in the East and the
Midwest and to set up a
true political lobby on Poland’s behalf.
The Polish American
Congress was the product
of this extraordinary gathering at the end of May
1944. During that convention more than 2,500 elected representatives of the
Polish community from all
across the United States
spoke in one voice to express their total support
for the victory of the United
States over Nazi Germany
and imperial Japan and
for the restoration of a free
and sovereign Poland once
the War was won.
Charles Rozmarek of
Chicago was elected president of the new organization and he along with his
fellow officers immediately set to work to mobilize
the Polish community in
support of the aims of the
Congress. Although, the
Allies’ victory in World War
II did not lead to a Poland
restored to freedom and
sovereignty, the Polish
American Congress never
wavered in their energetic
efforts on behalf of the Polish cause, a cause that was
at last realized in 1989 with
the creation of the Third
Republic of Poland.
The record of the Polish American Congress in
its constant support of a
free and sovereign Poland,
its humanitarian work on
behalf of Poland’s people,
and its key role in bringing about Poland’s entry
into NATO should be well
known to its members and
to well informed Americans and Poles alike.

polish american congress

the National Committee
of Americans of Polish Descent (Komitet Narodowy
Amerykanow
Polskiego
Pochodzenia, KNAPP).
In their view, Poland’s
very future as an independent state was threatened
by an unmindful Soviet-American alliance, a
view that also made them
sharply critical of the Polish exile government in
London headed by General
Wladyslaw Sikorski.
Though vilified by critics and subjected to U.S.
government harassment,
the KNAPP group persisted. But after the discovery
of the Katyn massacre in
March 1943, the Soviet government decision to break
diplomatic relations with
the London government
in favor of its own handpicked communist followers, and the tragic death of
Gen. Sikorski, conditions
dramatically
changed.
Soon, KNAPP’s warnings
were receiving greater and
greater recognition. In December 1943, leaders from
KNAPP met in Chicago with
the presidents of the Polish
National Alliance fraternal,
Polish Women’s Alliance,
Polish Falcons of America,
the Polish Roman Catholic
Union, leaders of the Polish
clergy and the Polish American press. They agreed
that the time had come for
the true representatives of
the Polish community in
America to organize politically and speak their mind
to the U.S. government.
What followed was the
call to elect delegates from
across the country to meet
in Buffalo, a major Polonia
center located midway be-

proponents of polonia

On September 1, 1939
Poland was invaded by
Nazi Germany, an act that
shattered lives and precipitated the start of World
War II. For the 6 million
members of the Polish
community in America,
Germany’s ruthless aggression, followed by the
Soviet invasion of Poland
just weeks later, was a profound shock. Not only were
they linked to suffering
family members in Poland,
but it was a huge blow to
Polonia’s morale, since
the community’s efforts to
work for the achievement
of Poland’s independence
back in 1918 had been one
of its proudest organizational achievements.
Given America’s initial
neutrality in the conflict,
the only way for Polish
Americans to respond on
Poland’s behalf was by
collecting goods on behalf
of Polish refugees under
the auspices of the Rada
Polonii
Amerykanskiej
federation. Yet even when
the U.S. did enter the War
after Pearl Harbor the Rada
Polonii was forbidden as
a humanitarian organization from operating as
a political lobby for Poland’s independence. This
U.S. government decision
effectively paralyzed the
organization of the massive Polish community in
addressing the issue of Poland’s future fate to America’s leaders in Washington.
In response to the forming of two pro Soviet American groups, a number of
activists in the Polish community refused to buckle
under their intimidating
propaganda and organized
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polka power
put on your red shoes and dance

For over
40 years
the Cheektowaga Polish
American Arts Festival
has featured some of the
best polka musicians in
the world and this year
is no exception. With
scheduled performances
from the Jimmy Sturr Orchestra, John GÓra and
GÓrale, Concertina All
Stars, Special Delivery,
Dave Gawronski, the Forgotten Buffalo Orchestra,
Saint Stanislaus Polish
Saturday School Choir
and the Krakowiacy Dancers ...this could be the
best lineup yet.
Although many consider Polka music as a
Polish creation, the music
is very much an American invention combining
Polish folk tunes set to a
driving Dixieland type of
rhythm. The dance itself is
actually attributed to Bohemia in the early 1800’s.
By 1835 the Polka became
a dance craze all over the
ballrooms of Czechovslovakia before spreading
throughout Europe by way
of Vienna and Paris. Within ten years the lively 2/4
step dance hopped over
the “pond” to the US and
it remained a dominantly
popular dance in Europe
as well as N. America until
the 20th century, when it
was displaced by ragtime
jazz, and the dances of the
Roaring twenties. However polka did experience
a resurgence after World
War II, when many Polish
refugees moved to the
US. Polka dances are still
held regularly across many
parts of the US with Central
European heritage.

Although the origin can
be traced back to one basic
source, there are various
styles of polka.“The Chicago Honky” (using clarinet
and one trumpet), “ChicagoPush”
(accordion,
concertinas, bass , drums,
and almost always two
trumpets), North American
“Slovenian style” is fast (piano accordion, chromatic
accordion, and/or diatonic button box accordion),
North American “Dutchmenstyle” (an “oompah”
sound often with a tuba &
banjo), “Conjunto-style”
polkas have roots in northern Mexico and Texas, and
are also called “Norteno”.
In the 1980s and 1990s,
some bands began to combine polka with various
rock styles (sometimes referred to as “punk polka”).
They not only attracted a
whole new generation of
listeners but have sparked
interest in some classic
long time polka icons as
well. Legendary performers like Marion Lush, Frank
Wojnanorwski, and Lil
Wally have all found new
audiences thanks in part to
younger people discovering the genre through such
groups as Brave Combo.
Ironically in 2009 just
as interest seemed to be
growing, the Grammy
Awards, announced they
were dropping the polka
category because there
was only one recording
that was considered to
be a “wide release item”.
Whether you are listening,
watching or a newcomer
to the dance floor, rest assured this European form
of aerobics can be enjoyed
without Dramamine and is
one thing for sure. FUN!!
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CHEEKTOWA GA

POLISH
DAY

1

FRIDAY

Mainstage

Grand Entrance March 5:00pm
Krakowiacy Dancers 5:30-6:00pm
Concertina All Stars 6-10:00pm

Satellite Stage

Forgotten Buffalo Orchestra 6-10:00pm

Demonstrations & Lectures

Traditional Folk Dance Lesson
Ela Orlowska 6:30pm
Chopin: Life and Legacy
Michał Zachowicz 7:00pm
This years’ Slavic summertime celebration has more in store than ever before.
The mainstage entertainment is just the
beginning. Why not take it all in? Check
out our demonstration and lecture areas
located on the left side of the amphitheater. We have a fun lineup of interesting
speakers and demonstrations (just look
for the brightly colored food trucks courtesy of Babcias Pierogi and Polish Villa
2U). Normally we’d say follow your nose
and head toward the great smelling food
but that might lead you to our tented food
court where you’ll find a plethora of palate
pleasers from Bacik Foods, Chrusciki and
Mazurek Bakeries, Polish Cadets, Potts
Deli, Redlinski Meats, and Sto Lat. Maybe
you want to have a few laughs with old
friends over an ice cold Tyskie beer while
listening to more great music on our satellite stage. That’s fine too. . Whether you
are looking for Polkas, Piwo, Pierogi or
Presentations, there’s something for everyone at this years’ festival.
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AMERICAN
ARTS FESTIVAL
JULY 29–31 2022
CHEEKTOWAGA TOWN PARK

Demonstrations & Lectures
“Pulaski The Forgotten Hero”
Joan and Mel Gordon 12:30pm
Cooking with Edziu Kutas of
Polish Villa 2 U 2:00pm
Traditional Folk Dance Lesson
Ela Orlowska 3:00pm
Pomost Polish Language Class 3:30pm
Kielbasa Making & Smoking
Joe Redlinski &
Johnny Paa of The Sausage Maker 5:30pm
A, Bee, C's of Beekeeping
Dawidek Newman 7:00pm

DAY

2

SATURDAY

Mainstage

Gates Open Noon
John GÓra & GÓrale 1-4:00pm
Polish Folk Mass 4:45-5:45pm
Jimmy Sturr Orchestra 6:30-9:30pm
Polka Jammer Network
Live Broadcast 7- 8:00pm

Satellite Stage
Polish School Children’s Choir 3-4:00pm
Special Delivery 5:45-10:30pm

3

DAY

3
SUNDAY

Mainstage

Gates Open Noon
Jimmy Sturr Orchestra 12:30-3:30pm
Polish Heritage Dancers 4:30-5:00pm
GÓra & GÓrale 5:30-8:30pm

Satellite Stage

Dave Gawronski 2-5:00pm
Forgotten Buffalo Orchestra 5-8:00pm

Demonstrations & Lectures

Pomost Polish Language Class 12:30pm
Traditional Folk Dance Lesson
Ela Orlowska 1:00pm
Cooking Traditional Pierogi with Linda Lund
of Babcia's Pierogi 2:00pm
Cooking with Edziu Kutas of
Polish Villa 2 U 3:00pm
A, Bee, Cs of Beekeeping
Dawidek Newman 5:00pm
“Pulaski The Forgotten Hero”
Joan and Mel Gordon 6:00pm

Whether it’s the world
class polka music,
authentic foods, interesting
lectures,
unique demonstrations, hard to find
gifts or just a great
place to meet old
friends and have a
few laughs in our beer
garden. This year’s
Polish American Arts
Festival in Cheektowaga has all this and
more. Authentic Polish art, gifts and apparel along with fun
cooking demos and
folk art workshops.
Find something cool,
learn something new
or just beat the heat
in the shade of our
European style bazaar
and demo areas or
just hang out listening
to some great music
on one of our stages,
there are many reasons to head to Harlem Rd this summer.
This bash is not just
for babushka wearing
Babcias.
Although
you might find a cute
headscarf from one
of our artisans. Our
mission was to create
an experience that is
informative, inspiring, entertaining…
and tasty too. But
most importantly fun.
Whether you speak
polish fluently, or just
know a few “choice”
words there is no
doubt that once you
have experienced our
Polonia in the Park,
you will want to shout
Dziekuje!

FULL PAGE 4
COLOR AD
POLISH
AMERICAN ARTS
FESTIVAL AD
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festival flashback
fun facts

In 1978, New York Governor, Hugh Carey was
present at the opening
ceremonies for a new outdoor amphitheater, which
had just been built in
Cheektowaga’s Town Park
with the assistance of
state funding. Armed with
the knowledge that at that
time, nearly half of the
town’s 100,000 residents
claimed some degree
of Polish decent, Governor Carey exclaimed,
“Wouldn’t this center
be a wonderful place to
host a Polish-American
festival!” That comment
would eventually change
the summer season for
Western New York’s Polish
community.
The chairman of the
Town’s Park and Recreation Committee, Frank
Swiatek, took the Governor’s lead and transformed an annual concert
of Polish-American music,
part of the Town’s Summer Concert Series, into
a three day extravaganza
featuring traditional folk
art, crafts, foods, dance
and music. Frank Swiatek
served as the festival’s
first chairman.
In 1986, the Festival
and the Town of Cheektowaga received the Dorothy Mullen National Arts
and Humanities Award,
which is given annually in
recognition of the most innovative and effective arts
and humanities programs
across the nation. The
national winners of the
Dorothy Mullen awards
are judged on content, innovation, quality, contribution to the community
served and expansion of

interest in the arts and humanities.
In 2007, the Cheektowaga Polish- American Festival Committee was honored by the Am-Pol Eagle
newspaper in the category of Community Organizations for their dedicated
efforts in planning and organizing New York State’s
premier ethnic festival for
then the past twenty-nine
years.
Following former Supervisor Frank Swiatek
and Councilman William
Rogowski as festival chairman, were Dennis H. Gabryszak and Mary Holtz.
Along the way the Festival
became more diversified.
Adding premiere musical and dance entertainment, authentic food and
drinks, while utilizing new
methods of marketing to
increase attendance and
share Polonias’ significance and legacy. Now
after a two year pause because of Covid mandates,
Town Supervisor Diane
Benczkowski, along with
the PACWNY, have joined
forces with the organizers
of Dyngus Day Buffalo to
improve the festival experience while continuing a
decades old tradition of
celebrating Polish heritage and culture with people of all nationalities and
ethnic ancestry. People
from all over the United
States and Canada make
their way to Cheektowaga, NY to extol the huge
contribution made by
Poles and Polonia while
enjoying our salubrious
WNY summer weather.

PROUD SPONSORS OF THE CHEEKTOWAGA

polish american arts festival

diamondhawkgolf.com
255 Sonwil Drive | Cheektowaga | 716-651-0700

2250 Walden Avenue • Cheektowaga | 2221 Transit Road • Elma
AltonsRestaurant.com
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polonia pavilion

ish themed mommy and
daughter dresses, browse
through the tent yourself. The shade from the
July sun alone, is a good
enough excuse.
In addition to our vendor market make sure to
attend one or all of our
cooking demos in the
demonstration and lecture
area. Our guest chefs have
put together a whole program of instructional workshops that they’ll share
with participants on the
fine art of preparing classic
Polish cuisine. Edziu Kutas of Polish Villa fame will
share some of his family’s
favorite recipes.
Speaking of classics,
you won’t want to miss
Linda Lunds class on pierogi making. She and her
husband George created
the Babcias brand pierogi, found at the Broadway
market, and retail outlets
throughout the region.
Linda will share her grandmothers secrets with us
for making perfect pierogi.
As long as we are learning
about Polish pasta pockets, why not join us and
learn from the experts everything you need to know
about kielbasa? Our friends
at the Sausage Maker have
teamed up with Joe Redlinski to show us the do’s
and don’ts of making and
smoking your very own
homemade kielbasa and
the best way to prepare
your wurst.
Or you could join Joan
and Mel Gordon as they
share the story of how
George Washington’s life
was saved by Casimir Pulaski or some of the other
fascinating things that

peddlers, presentations & preparations

In addition to the world
class musical entertainment at this years festival,
we’re very happy to offer
a wide variety of authentic
foods and we invite everyone to try all that our food
vendor partners have to
offer. However, it’s important you remember to wait
at least a half an hour after
eating before diving back
into the polka pool.
Once you have sampled some of the areas best
Polish fare, rather than risk
cramping up on the dance
floor, we recommend you
take a stroll through our
Polonia Marketplace and
see what kind of treasures
you can find to take back
home. Whether you’re
looking for a Slavic souvenir, or a gift for a friend
or loved one, this year we
have more to offer in our
old world marketplace
than ever before. In addition to spectacular European folk art, woodcarvings,
nesting dolls, amber jewelry, and hard to find Polish
cd’s, you’ll find fresh baked
goods, and even handmade baby items decorated with Polish sayings, and
much more.
Now if early Christmas
shopping is not your thing,
fret not for there is more.
How about Easter? We will
have a very cool ongoing
demonstration and display
of traditional “pisanki”
Easter eggs. Even if you are
not on the hunt for holiday
gifts make sure to visit our
market vendors. They are
friendly, knowledgeable,
and eager to share information about their expertise. Whether it’s amber
jewelry or hand made Pol-

they learned about the
18th century patriot and
freedom fighter while researching their latest book
Pulaski: The Forgotten
Hero. Perhaps you would
like to learn a few words
or phrases in Polish? Now
we can’t guarantee you
will completely understand what some of your
older relatives are saying
about you at the next family function but, if you ever
find yourself in need of a
bathroom while visiting
Poland, you’ll thank us.
At the same time get the
scoop on how you could go
to Poland for a few weeks
next summer to teach
young people conversational English through
our friends at Pomost and
put your new found skill
to use. Plus think of how
impressed your family and
friends will be. Perhaps
beekeeping or making
your own krupnik might be
of interest to you. Dawidek
Newman the president of
the Western New York Honey Producers Association
knows his way around the
hive and will share his insights with us.
Although it’s highly unlikely that you’ve already
finished your Christmas
shopping it’s still worth
a stroll to see all the cool
stuff or just to check out
the pisanki making demos
or research your family tree
with the Polish Geneological Society.
With all of the added attractions and activities we
don’t want you to forget
that there’s still a whole lot
of shaking going on back at
the band shell.

world wide waves

first woman to win a Nobel
Prize, she is also the only
woman to have won in two
fields and the only person
to win in multiple sciences!
Curie’s efforts, with her husband Pierre Curie, led to the
discovery of polonium and
radium and, after Pierre’s
death, the development of
X-rays.
Science isn’t the only
field influenced by Poles.
The world of music had a
pretty good nudge from a
child prodigy named Fyderyk Franciszek Szopen
better known as Frederic
Chopin. Little Freddy published his first composition
at age 7 and began performing one year later.
There was another piano player that made a mark
not only in music but in politics as well by helping Poland regain its sovereignty
after being conquered by
various surrounding nations. Born in Kurylowka,
Poland, (now Ukraine), Ignacy Paderewski became
a world-renowned concert
pianist, because of his popularity as a musician he
was afforded great access
to world leaders and used
that access to meet with
President Woodrow Wilson
and others to obtain the
explicit inclusion of independent Poland as point
13 in Wilson’s peace terms,
the Fourteen Points. Upon
Poland achieving independence, Paderewski became
the country’s first prime
minister in 1919.
Of course the world of
cinema is rife with Polands
contributions as recently as
Pawel Pawlikowskis “Ida”
winning the 2015 Academy award for Best Foreign
Language film and Patricia
Arquette’s Oscar win for Actress in a supporting role,

global polish influence

So we all know they
gave us kielbasa and pierogi (and Pope John Paul 2
that was kind of a big contribution too), but Polands
influence on mankind is
a bit more extensive than
that. Let’s start with the beginnings of Dyngus Day.
Although some historians
trace the springtime ritual
to a German March Equinox
celebration, it was really
Prince Mieszko 1st adoption of Christianity as the
national religion of Poland
in 966AD, which many believe is the reason for the
water sprinkling that occurs
on Dyngus Day. And as such
is why Poland embraced
that ancient pagan ritual to
claim as their own.
But the influence of Poland reverberates far beyond the playful sprinkling
of water and pussy willow
spanking. Religion, politics,
music, science, cinema,
literature have all had profound contributions from
Poles since Mieszko first
had holy water sprinkled
over his subjects. Speaking
of holy water, Karol Wojtyla aka Pope John Paul 2
comes to mind. Undoubtedly the most renowned
Pole ever. He was a beloved
figure in Poland as the archbishop of Krakow before he
assumed the Papal throne
but his role in freeing Poland and the subsequent
dismantling of the Soviet
bloc has forever earned
him not only a major role in
history but also Sainthood
which is kind of a big deal.
How about Maria
Sklodowska aka Marie Curie famous for discovering
radium and her pioneering work on radioactivity
which paved the way for
nuclear physics and cancer
therapy. Not only is she the
(she was born in Chicago of
Polish descent). Most know
of the success of filmmakers like Polanski and Wajda
but Polish film influence
goes back to the very early
days. Beginning with Kazimierz Proszynski, inventor
of one of the first cinema
cameras in the world. This
pleograph, or apparatus
for taking photographs and
projecting pictures, was
built before the Lumiere
Brothers lodged their patent. Proszynski also made
the first pocket film-camera
and devised a method of
synchronizing sound and
film tracks.
The world is undoubtedly more beautiful because of Polish influence
but there was one woman
in particular that truly left
a beauty mark. Helena Rubinstein was a Polish entrepreneur born in Krakow,
Poland. In 1902, she started
her business career in Australia distributing a beauty
cream that her mother had
used. She soon founded a
beauty salon and manufactured cosmetics. Rubinstein opened salons in London and Paris, when World
War I began she moved to
America. Her beauty business grew into a worldwide
cosmetics empire.
From science and religion to politics, entertainment and beyond, the
effect Poland has had on
humanity is resonant and
impressive. Not only have
they given us a whole new
way to utilize pussy willow
branches they have literally
affected every aspect of life
on planet Earth and enveloped all of us regardless of
our nationality, in a swath
of red and white.
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praise the lord

largest Polish community anywhere in the world
outside of Poland. If not
for the anchor created by
Fr. Jan Pitass in 1873, the
immigrating Poles would
not have created the community around Saint Stans
which eventually turned
into dozens of communities centered around their
own churches throughout western New York. For
many decades the Polish
churches of our community were hubs for education,
social activity, economic
enterprises, youth and athletic programs as well as
tending to peoples spiritual needs.
If you question that
premise, just consider the
alliance of Poland and
Pope John Paul 2 and the
role that the church played
in the dismantling of the
Soviet Union and it’s tyrannical reign over the Poles
since World War II. In fact
even prior to the Nazi invasion and subsequent Soviet occupation it was religion that helped preserve
Polands history and identity primarily through religious music and songs that
were shared clandestinely
during the time of the great
partition when Poland was
wiped off the face of the
map and technically didn’t
exist as a sovereign nation.
If you have ever visited Poland you know that
churches are full for daily
masses and Sunday mass
is a standing room only occurrence. There are some
places in Poland where
during warmer weather,
speakers are set up outside
of churches so that faithful
parishioners can celebrate
Mass and the sharing of the
Eucharist outside if they

and pass the pierogi

The significance of religion to certain ethnic
communities and their
celebrations is certainly
nothing new. Many ethnicities have entire festive
observances dedicated to
significant religious ceremonies. Whether it’s the
Muslim celebration of EidUl-Fitr to signify the end
of Ramadan, the Hindu
festival of lights known
as Diwali, or the Buddhist
blowout of Songkran, religion and religious ceremonies are a commonplace
occurrence at celebrations
and festivals all over the
world and have been for
centuries. Even if you are
dyed in the wool hardcore
atheist, odds are you have
participated in some type
of Christmas observance
at some point in your life.
Obviously certain religions
play a more significant role
than others and some ethnicities place much more
of an emphasis on their
spiritual connections than
perhaps some from another continent. However
in Poland religion is more
than just prayer and ceremony.
Anyone that understands Polish culture
knows how integral religion is to Poland and it’s
people. There was a time
not that long ago when the
church was the center of
life for our entire Polonia
community. Although obviously the church played
an essential role in peoples
spiritual affairs, it was not
simply relegated to religious services and prayers.
In fact it was the founding
of Saint Stanislaus Church
on Buffalos east side that
started what eventually
turned into the second

are not able to get a spot
inside.
Given that our festival
is about sharing a truly authentic Polish American
experience we wanted to
make sure that this element of faith was included
in our celebration. As such
we have scheduled a very
special outdoor Mass as
part of our program on the
Saturday festival itinerary.
The last time we
checked it appears that you
don’t have to be indoors to
pray, it’s ok to worship outside as well. So we’ve put
together a traditional Polish folk Mass, that will take
place on our amphitheater
stage, beginning at 4:45
Saturday. The Mass will
be celebrated by Rev. Louis Klein, Pastor of Queen
of Martyrs Church. The
Knights of Columbus, Saint
Maximilian Kolbe Assembly
will act as the honor guard.
Traditional folk music,
which will be presented in
both English and Polish,
will be conducted by John
GÓra and GÓrale along with
very special guests, the
children’s choir from the
Msgr Peter Adamski Polish
Saturday School.
Whether you are religious or even Polish is of no
consequence. Spirituality
and the connection that we
all have to a higher power
is something that can be
appreciated regardless of
ethnic ancestry or theological persuasion. So join us if
you like, not only will it be
good for your soul, it will
fulfill your weekly Mass obligation. Which means, you
won’t have to get up early
to attend Mass on Sunday
morning. Amen.
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baltic bites

tains, oscypek a sheeps milk
cheese is very popular.
With the ascension of the
Italian queen Bona Sforza,
the second wife of Sigismund
I of Poland, the use of spices,
which came to Poland from
the Orient and middle east,
became common among
those who could afford
them. Often dishes considered elegant were very
spicy. Although Poles also
ate many vegetables and
fruits, the assortment of vegetables was limited until the
Renaissance when, countless cooks were brought to
Poland by the Italian queen.
Even though native vegetable foods were an ancient
and intrinsic part of the cuisine, this began a period in
which vegetables such as
lettuce, leek, celeriac, and
cabbage were more widely
used. Even today, such vegetables as leeks, carrots and
celery are known in Polish as
wlosczyzna, which refers to
Wlochy the Polish name of
Italy. Therefore many Polish
vegetables have names that
originate from Italian – for
instance tomatoes in Polish
are called pomidory from
the Italian Pomidoro.
Some of Polands first cultivated plants included rye
and wheat, millet and barley.
Poles made kasza (groats)
from millet, lentils, barley,
and oats. These grains were
suitable to grow in the sometime severe Polish climate
and they certainly make
good bread. All over the nation, Poland is known for
its delicious breads: white,
brown, whole grain, with raisins, prunes, sunflower, sesame and poppy seed.
It is presumed that Slavs
learned bread baking from

culinary crash course

Anyone worth their
weight in kapusta knows
that kielbasa and pierogi
are key components in a
Polish diet, however please
don’t be in such a hurry to
fill your basket with nothing
more than crammed casings and packed pasta pockets. Polish Cuisine is diverse
and delectable.
First of all to truly understand what Poles eat we
must look at the cultural
influences on the nation
as a whole. Polish fare has
evolved over the centuries
due to historical circumstances. Polish national
cuisine shares some similarities with other central and
eastern European cultures
as well as French and Italian
similarities. It is rich in meat,
especially pork chicken and
beef (depending on the region) and winter vegetables,
for example cabbage in the
dish bigos, and spices. It is
also characteristic in its use
of various kinds of noodles
the most notable of which
are kluski as well as cereals
such as kasza.
Polish cuisine is a mix
of Slavic culinary traditions
influenced heavily by other
cultures that intertwined
with Poland, due to royal
marriages or invasion like
the Ottoman empire. The
country has a number of
unique regional variations
in preparations and ingredients. In the north the favorite
dish is fresh water fish. In Suwalszczyzna in the northeast
the best potato dishes are
offered. Western Poland is
known for duck dishes. The
central and eastern part of
Poland is famous for pierogi, in southern Podhale at
the foot of the Tatra moun-

Goths. The word bread in
Polish (chleb) has old Indo-European origins and
its pronunciation (hleb) is
similar in all Indo-European
languages. In Poland bread
is treated almost with religious reverence since the
early days. Many people
even now mark a freshly
baked bread with the sign
of the cross, newly wed couples are welcomed at the
entrance of their new home
with bread and salt, bread
is blessed during Christmas and Easter and always
included in the traditional Easter breakfast basket
known as Swienconka.
As long as we have this
heavenly bread, let’s talk
soup. Poles love soup. This
may be due to the climate.
With long cold winters and
a deficiency of vegetables
and fruits during those
times of the year, soup
makes good food. Whether
it’s zurek, rosoł, barszcz, or
chłodnik it’s a way to tantalize your tastebuds one
spoonful at a time.
It’s hard to believe but
potatoes which are so prevalent in Polish cuisine today
were not even known in Europe before Columbus found
the New World and imported
them from South America in
the early 1500’s but that’s a
whole story all by itself
So the next time you get
a hankering for a taste of
some real Polish cuisine,
consider the rich culinary
history of Poland. There’s
so much more to enjoy than
just cabbage, pasta pockets
and kielbasa. Plus think of
how impressed your family
and friends will be with your
wealth of knowledge.

grzyby
MUSHROOMS

Grzybowniczki
Buns with Mushrooms
These baked buns are
filled with fresh and dried
mushrooms soaked in
milk, then combined with
fried onions and fresh
marjoram.

kielbasa
POLISH SAUSAGE

Bigos
Traditional Hunter's Stew
A dish of chopped meat of
various kinds stewed with
sourkraut and shredded
cabbage. Served hot with
veggies, spices and wine.

koperek
DILL

Zupa Koperkowa
Dill Soup with Dumplings
This feathery herb is not
acting as a mere garnish
here it's center stage. Take
30 minutes and turn this
ingredient into a fresh
tasting soup.

perfect polish pantry
slavic staples

ogórki
CUCUMBERS

Mizeria
Cucumbers & Sour Cream
A great accompaniment to
pork, ham, chicken, fish,
and a perfect side dish for
summer barbeque.

buraki
BEETS

Barszcz
Red Beet Soup
Typically served as an appetizer on Christmas Eve,
but enjoyable year-round.
Try adding a few pieces
of mushroom mini dumplings (uszki) for depth.

miód
HONEY

Miodownik
Polish Honey Cake
This deep golden honey cake has a wonderful
texture and moist tender
crumb. It keeps well for
days and is a delicious bite
with your morning coffee
or afternoon tea.
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